Regional Partner Events!!

BRAVO! LEAP! AND THUNDERSTRUCK

National Dance and Talent Competitions are excited to make a SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

As many studios wonder what the 2021 competition season will present, “RPE” has decided to join forces and produce a few regional events in select cities.

In realizing that we host competitions in some of the same markets, we’ve decided that we should come together and combine our efforts to make sure that an event would take place under any circumstance that we might face during the continuing uncertainty of the 2021 Season!

Collectively, “RPE” can increase the likelihood of events going in your area while ensuring production quality and all safety precautions are upheld. One of our three competitions will take the lead in hosting a specific city, with their pricing structure and regional guidelines, while partner competitions remain present as well through Director / staffing and judging at the event. Putting on a live event as opposed to a virtual competition is our shared goal!

In consideration of keeping our events safe and enjoyable for all, we will also monitor the amount of entries and follow all federal and local requirements regarding guidelines and procedures. The dancer’s health and safety are our number one priority.

We can’t wait to see all of you at a “RPE” event next season, in Select Cities!

Please visit any of our websites to register for one of these special events.

www.BravoCompetition.com
www.LeapCompetition.com
www.ThunderstruckDance.com